
Clash on the AnduinVersion: Updated 31st December 2016  

When writing your Army List and preparing your Army for Clash on the Anduin you’ll need to 
make sure it meets the tournament rules.  

These rules are:  

• No more than 800 points may be spent on your army.  
• You must construct your army list using the following source books: The Fallen Realms; 
Mordor; Moria and Angmar; The Free Peoples; The Kingdoms of Men; The Hobbit 'An 
Unexpected Journey' rule book OR The Hobbit Strategy Battle Game “There and Back Again” 
supplement. Note that the profiles in “There and Back Again” update and replace and previous 
version of rules for those models.  

• Outdated profiles from The Hobbit 'An Unexpected Journey' rule book, The Hobbit 'The 
Desolation of Smaug', Heroes and Villains of Middle Earth or The Battle of Five Armies 
sourcebooks WILL NOT be used for this tournament. If you plan on bringing an army originally 
found in these books you MUST have a copy of “There and Back Again” at the event. (Hard 
copy or digital version you are willing for your opponent to reference. No hoarding rules on an 
iPad you're unwilling to let your opponent access) 

• Allies may be selected to compliment your original Army as long as it satisfies the rules for 
“Adding Allies” on page 101 of The Hobbit: 'An Unexpected Journey' Strategy Battle Game 
Rulebook.  
• Remember that named Heroes (Gandalf, Aragorn, Lurts, the Witchking, etc.) can only be taken 
once.  
• A full set of Errata & FAQs for all these Army Books are maintained on the Games Workshop web 
site. These updates take precedence: Please refer to them.  
• All models in your army MUST be “WYSIWYG” (what you see is what you get). Conversions are 
acceptable, so long as it is clear to your opponent what something is. If you are unsure, ask the T.O. 
beforehand.  
• In addition to your army you must also bring 5 objective markers that tie in with your army.  

Each objective must be placed on a 40mm base. 



BATTLES 

The scenarios played at Clash of the Titans 2017 will be as follows, subject to change at the TO's 
discretion. Note that this does not include all scenarios from the main rulebook. This is deliberate. 

NB: Please make sure to read all your rules carefully as wording is very specific and could mean the 
difference of a major win/loss. 

Instructions for each Scenario can be found on pages 103-109 of ‘The Hobbit: An Unexpected 
Journey Strategy Battle Game Rulebook’ or pages 9-15 of the current source books. 

PREPARE FOR BATTLE 

The rules below apply for all games, across all tables: 

• Scenery for the battle will have been set up by the referees and should not be moved or changed 
unless directed. 

• Players MUST discuss how the scenery might affect the battle before sides are rolled for. See the 
TO with any questions 

• Objectives count as impassable terrain and do not block line of sight in any way. Objectives 
placed within or near a building cannot be placed in such a way as to prevent access to the 
only entrance to a building. There must be a 1 inch gap at the least. 

• As some boards will include woods, woods will follow the following rules: 

o Any model shooting into a forest will have to pass an 'in the way test', this also includes models 
shooting at other models who are in the same wood. 

o If a model is touching the outside edge of the wood, they do not need to take an “in the way” to 
shoot out, and they still count as having an “in the way‟ between them and other models. 

o For a model to benefit from being in a wood they must have their base fully inside the wood. 

o Models that have their base wholly or partially in the wood are considered to be in difficult terrain 
and thus count as moving at half speed if on foot or at quarter speed if cavalry (unless they have 
special rules that would override this). 

Game One Game Two Game Three

Day One Reconnoitre Lords of Battle To the Death

Day Two The High Ground Domination Domination



• The Spider Queen, Shelob, Giant Spiders, Mirkwood Spiders and all models with the ‘Fly’  
movement special rules will be modified in the following ways: They may not finish their move 
balancing on a terrain feature in an unrealistic manner. they must have their base flat on the table 
top when entering into combat like any other model in the game. No fighting battles hanging on the 
side of buildings etc. Common sense is to be used. 

• All measurements during Clash on the Anduin must be made using inches. 

COMPOSITION AND ARMY SUBMISSION  

There is no composition for this tournament. But when building your list make something that you 
would enjoy fighting if you were your opponent. Playing a satisfying game and meeting a fellow 
hobbyist is more important then bringing a soul crushing army. 

Armies must be submitted to the TO two weeks prior to the event (11:59 Friday February 3rd). 
Doing so will award you +5 points. Armies are to be submitted to Sean at cottlotr@gmail.com 

You may change or alter your list after this date if you wish, however any bonus points you may 
have been awarded will be lost. 

SPORTSMANSHIP 

Players will score their opponent according to the following and award points for each. Anyone 
suspected of deliberately docking their opponents sports score for unfair reasons will be questioned 
by the TO. Be cool, don't do this; we expect everyone to play the game in a fun good hearted 
manner. It's simply a game with plastic/metal/resin toys. 

• Provided you with a copy of their army list and explained any unit choices or upgrades that you 
were unsure about? +1 Point 

• Moved their models and checked their ranges in a way that was clear for BOTH players. Asking/
informing the other person for their opinion in situations that may be important. +1 Point  
(e.g. If I move Aragorn here will he be able to charge? Would you like to see for yourself?). 

• Rolled their dice in an open area allowing their opponent to see the results, not rushing and 
picking up their dice. +1 Point  
(Note to players, try to be consistent with what dice you are using, playing against someone using 
dice with some symbols on the one and some on the six can be confusing and in a tense game is 
bound to lead to disagreements with your opponent. Clarity is key) 

• Rationally discussed any rules questions that arose, it doesn't matter if the TO is called to consult 
on something, but both players are expected to try and work through scenarios they aren't sure of. 
+1 Point.  
(Calling the TO DOES NOT forfeit this point. Stubbornly refusing to look up a rule, or insisting 
you're right when evidence is against you DOES forfeit this point.) 

• The  game finished on time. +2 Points 



• Maintained a good attitude throughout the game, both when winning and losing. +2 Points  
(Being annoyed that your 4 Attack Hero couldn't kill one Goblin Town Warrior in a Heroic 
Combat is perfectly fine, complaining about that combat for 7 more game turns is not.)  

• Please note that this means sports will be worth 8 points per game, for a total of 48 throughout 
the tournament. 

At the end of the 6th round, all players will be asked to vote on which opponent was their favourite 
player. This will award that player 1 Bonus POINT. A player will only be awarded 1 bonus point no 
matter how many people vote for them, the other votes will determine the Best Sport award. 

PAINTING 

Players can get a maximum painting score of 37. This will be decided by the judge(s) during the 
army parade lunch on day one (between games  and ).This will be determined based on the criteria 
below. THERE ARE TO BE NO UNPAINTED MODELS AT CLASH OF THE TITANS 2017. 
PLAYERS ARE EXPECTED TO HAVE AT LEAST THREE COLOURS PER MODEL TO PLAY. 

Basics: +6pts (2 per field) 

• Is every model in the Army is fully painted? 

• Is every model in the army is based? 

• Have you made your Objectives and based and painted them to the standard of your army? 

Intermediate: +10pts (2 per field) 

• Is your army’s painting scheme cohesive? 

• Is every single model in your army list “WYSIWYG” (what you see is what you get)? 

• Has a layer of highlighting and shading been used? 

• Has the basing on all the models been taken a further step (eg. using different shade of flock 

or other basing materials)? 

• Can you easily recognise every hero and special units in the army (such as trolls or banners)? 

Masterclass: +17pts (+3/4 Points per field. The better your models are, the more points. Eg an army 
with 3-4 conversions may receive 1 point, whilst a heavily converted force will receive more) 

• Multiple highlighting and shading steps have been used across the entire army (Up to 4 points at 
judges discretion) 



•  The army includes conversions (Up to 3 points at judges discretion) 

• The army includes free hand painting on the majority of the figures in the army (Up to 3 points at 
judges discretion) 

• The army has a display board that blends in with the army (Up to  4points at judges discretion) 

• Every model in the army is painted to the same standard. (Up to 3 points at judges discretion) 

THEME 

Players can earn up to 5 points for explaining and justifying their theme. Most players should easily 
score a 3 and it will not be difficult to score the full 5 points. Theme will also incorporate to a 
degree the composition of players armies, player that take heroes/armies that directly fought 
alongside one another will be rewarded whereas armies that include Heroes from totally different 
ages (such as Aragon or Elendil in the same army) will be penalised. Players are encouraged to 
show off their Lord of the Rings and The Hobbit knowledge by using quotes from the movie or 
books, or displays of writing that explain their army list in a creative way. Any extra effort put into a 
players army list or army in general will be rewarded. 

Battle Points 

Each game will earn you points depending on how you do, these points will be awarded as 
followed.

A Crushing Victory is when you score at least 8 Victory points and your opponent scores none. 
A Major Victory is when you score more then double your opponents Victory points. 
A Minor Victory is when you score more Victory points then your opponent. 

Game Result Winners Points Losers Points

Crushing Victory 15 0

Major Victory 12 3

Minor Victory 9 6

Draw 7 7



A Draw is when you and your opponent score the same number of Victory points. 

Each game you will also receive the following bonus points regardless whether you WIN OR LOSE 
+1 Point for breaking the enemy army. 
+1 Point for killing the enemy leader. 

This meant the most points you can score per game is 17, for a total of 102 throughout the six 
games. 

Winning the Tournament. 
The winner of Clash of the Titans will be the person with the highest overall score. If scores are tied 
the player with the highest SPORTS score will be the winner. If Sports scores are tied the winner 
will be the player with the highest battle points. The following points breakdown will be used to 
determine the winner. Please note the points are odd numbers to hopefully avoid any tied scores. 

Prizes 

The Following Prizes will be up for claiming. 

First Overall: Highest overall score 

Second Overall: 2nd Highest overall score 

Third Overall: 3rd Highest overall score 

Best Painted: Best painted army as voted by the judges 

Battle Points 102

Sports Points 48

Painting Points 37

Theme 5

Registering on Time 5

Bonus Sports Point 1

Total Points on Offer 198



Best Army: Best army as voted by the players 

Best Sports: The player who received the highest number of favourite player votes 

The Lord of Battle: Player who had the highest overall battle score 

Dont Tell The Elf: Most embarrassing performance from a model, TELL THE TO WHEN 
SOMETHING BAD HAPPENS TO YOU, YOU MIGHT WIN! 

That Still Only Counts As One: Most Impressive Kill, TELL THE TO WHEN SOMETHING 
GOOD HAPPENS TO YOU, YOU MIGHT WIN! 

CONTACT  

Sean Croker: cottlotr@gmail.com  

The information present may be subject to change, please make sure you check for any new 
versions of the player’s pack that are released.  


